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CALCULATION OF CLOSE INTERACTION BETWEEN DROPS, 
WITH INTERNAL CIRCULATION AND SLIP EFFECT TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT* 

A.Z. ZINCHENKC 

An axisymmetrlc problem of motion of two spherical drops in a viscous medium 1 s 
studied In the St”:<es approxlmatior.. The drop viscosities are assumed _lnlt.e t:: 

large, compared w:ih the viscosity of the surrounding medium. 

A.. asymptotic solutY :’ 

A smal: degree 0 f 

slippage is also al:owed .3t the sphere surfaces. *’ L , 2 of t h:. 
problem is constructed, aipp!icahlr to the case when the gap bet.wecn the sphere sur- 
faces is sma:1. I:. part.lcu:dr cases ,when sllppaqe or ~nter:ial clrculatior, are lb- 

sent, the sol:lticn agrees w1t.h thtx rtl5ults of /I ,%:. 

The asymptotic solutron of the axisymmetric problem constructed in /l/ for t-he drop ViscoL;- 

ities large comapared with tne vlsc3sity of the surroLndrnq mcdlum, holds only for very smal t 
values cf the d~meris~onless qap (see /‘l/l. Ttlc, s:)lutl”n ccnstruct.cd here is found to have ? 

wider range cf applicat.ions. The case when the viscosities of the particlesare 1 arqe cornpar-‘2.i 

with the vlscosi t.1; of t.he nedrum, is often encountered when the drops move in <3 ;,lSCZL.S 

medrum, and in this case the mclecular effects must bc, taken 1nt.o account when the size of tne 

gap becomes comparable with the free path .>f the c;cis nolec~ules. A strict approach based ,.:>!I 

solving the BoltLcan equatrcr. does not exisr, therefore the present paper uses a model :: f .‘I 
flow of continuous medzum with slIppage at the sphere surfaces which, strictly speakinq, ilo:ds 

only for small va:.ues of the Knudsen number c,alcuiated for t.ie gap size. 

1. Fo~ulation of the problem. The :Iq!ui_’ spheres have rad:l a1 and ~1:. dynarr::: 
viscosities it1 an2 I’2 , and move aic;ny 7h.e 1 1ne drawn through the centers, wit.h veiocities VI 

and vl, throuqh tne medium >f viscosity 11,. The Reynolds numbers ar.8 t.he relative Wloc:ty 

of motion of t.he spheres i3re assumed small, .11x3 the problem 1s studied within t-he framework if 

the quasi-statior.::ry Sto’k<,s +quatlor!s. WC us,‘, rls t.he boundary conditions, the absence of f : ow 

of the liquids acr’;ss the sphere s:;rfaces, the c”nt:nuity of tnnqentlal stresses a:-.J cor:di t :(-I.:- 
of sl1ppaqe 

Here Y is a vector tangent to rhe surface <,f the sphere of radius a,, f+ are the sllppage coef- 

ficients, Pn and I are the liquid st:ess and velocity vectors and n LS the direction of the 

outward normal tc the sphere surface. Tne superscripts 1’, 2 (1 = 1, 2) denote the quantities in the 

region between the spheres and lnslde the sphere c,f radius 0, respectively . The surface 

tensron at the interface between t.hc iiquids is ,lss:umed to be sufficiently large, a 1 ,d t :: 1% 
makes it. possible to neqlec-. the devlatlonof the pdrtlcles form from the spherical and omrt from our 

discussion the bcur.dary cond:t:o:: ,:f the cont1mlity of normal stresses. 

Since the problem is i;:;ear, k’c can wr-::.e ttle hydrodynamic forces in the form 

F, - i:rr~~o, !_\,, 11, - 1 .) f- .\,:I. j !I.!! 

F.. -!L;.,u a,;.\_, (1 _---I’,) 2 \.j\ :I 
0 

.\,, --I.-‘.\:, .. \, i. n,, 1 

--- 
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In the case of drops moving through a gaseous medium, the slippage coefficients are given by 

IL@. / Pi = A,l. Here 1 is the length of free path of the gas molecules. The coefficients .4i are 

of the order of unity, and connected in the usual manner with the accommodation coefficients. 
Thus the last condition of (1.2) implies the smallness of the Knudsen number calculated for 

the sphere radii. Since the coefficients Am, %% remain finite when the spheres are in con- 

tact, it follows that the values of these coefficients in (1.2) differ little, right up to 
the moment when the spheres touch, from the corresponding values .\,,S,.\,,Jfor solid spheres 
calculated in /4/ for the case when the slippage effects are absent. Therefore it is suffic- 
ient to put Vz= tl and investigate the asymptotics of Au for small gaps, with (1.21 taken in- 
to account. 

2. General structure of the exact solution. First we shall establish the general 
structure of the exact solution obtained without assuming that the gap is small and (1.2) hold. 
We pass from the cylindrical coordinates 2,~ (the z-axis is directed along the lines connect- 
ing the sphere centers, from sphere a, towards sphere ol. and the p-axis is perpendicular 
to the line connecting the centers, to the bispherical coordinates 

The parameter e and the quantities Y)I>O,~~<O are determined so that the sphere of radius uI 
is a surface ,I= ~1,:: ronst. and we do it by setting 

(2.1) 

where ear denotes the qap between the sphere surfaces. Using the general solution /5/ of the 
Stokes equation is bispherical coordinates, we shall seek the stream function in the form 

Here V,is the projection of the velocity V, on the z-axis, and Qn (y) are the Gegenbauerpoly- 
nomials. Let us put q%*($=(~~(?) near the sphere I)=% and 9n*(n)=9n(@-RA,(q) near the sphere 
1, = n,, where 

Then the boundary conditions will assume the form (the plus sign corresponds to i = 1) 

% 
*e = ‘F,*; = 0, cPq~,,*~ / dqz = Ai &qn*’ / d$ (2.4) 

(2.3) 

Using the second relation of (2.4), we reduce the boundary condition of slippage to an equa- 
tion containing no internal functions 9,'(q), and this appears to be important in determining 
the asymptotics of the solution. The conditions (2.4) can be reduced to two difference equa- 
tions in e.g. E, and F,. Solving the equations obtained in this manner we find, that the 
stream function can be determined in all regions of flow. In the case of solid spheres with 
boundary slippage conditions, an exact solution was obtained in /6/. 

3. Asymptotic solution. Let us find the inner expansion for the stream f,;nction Ye 
valid in the region of the small gap separating the sphere surfaces, since the regicr. determin- 
es the singular part of -III. The case of contact between the spheres corresponds tothepassage 
to the limit 

Let us set 

&, 'il. 'I? - 0 (3.1) 



a, = p*,l(&n,f3,). p, - L, v “t (1 - ki. ! 1. :’ 

and assume that the quantities h.a. and pX arc’ fixed :n the :~mlt.:r:q yass;~;e :. ii. lritr.~~: i. - 
inq the variable 0 = (‘1;1, + k),(t ./ kl., we “3fC that t.t1e inner rcq,on correspo~d5 tc: n- 1. 1 --p - 
1. Fixing the value of 0. replacing the expressIon for rCnC (r)) In t 2. 2 j k; *:,e i.\iLl:;‘;‘!I’:!: 
dlfferential equation and applying the i’assagc !:o rhc ;~rnlt :j.:! ‘:; thf- tlxprt-~~;s::>::-- ‘2. <. L:.:! 
(2.1), we find 

_. 

‘8’” (0) = A,8 7 B,,n? t L‘,,o $ II, 
‘y, (1) = -4 (2n - I)-’ (2n + 3)-l, vn (II, = cl 

Ij 

aI (l-14 C"(n+l)Y,'(~,)Q=(~)+2Cn(n+l) 
S,” (Jib 

i :. jl, i . . 1. 2 

n=* ” = 1 

P,(2n+,, &qn’(5,) Q,(P):. (1. 
1 

The behavior of the first term of C!I~ ~nr:rr expa;:s:on f,_.: W’ ;n Lhe regionwhere i! merges 
with the external expansron, i.e. when p--’ I I. is determnlned by t.P.e behavior of the coefficl- 
ents A,. R, and C, as II--CO. Since the external expansion. In the first approximation 1s the 
same as that for the sol:d spheres withou: slippcge, ‘n’r m.usi c’,eman3 t?:d: 

Taking into account <?.:! and (?.3), WC El-l.lily obtal:: 

In the particular case vhen sllppage 1s absent. (‘L, = a, 2 li) , wv cd:) obtain. from i.?.-I! an t’ x 

pllcit expression for A,. As a result we obtain 

(3.7) 

2x;lznding the general term of the series :i. 7) into pd.rtl;ll frar:l.:ns, 5ic c3n express : 11: 

terms of the logarithmic derivative @(:; of gamma function. wrier. p, 2.: p , Ye have ty is 
the Euler constant) 

When p, +pr, the corresponding expresslor. 1s very bulky, dnd 1 s therefore :~~li.tf:~. IJs 1 r.g tl!e 

;Isymptotics of $ (2) as : -m we find, for imall !‘r. P2 Go, - r*? ~ 



Taking into account (1.2) and (3.2) we find, that the formulas (3.6) and (3.91 agree with the 

results obtained in /l/ for the moderate values of h, and %. AS PI, PZ-m, the formula (3.7) 

yields I= 1, which agrees with the asymptotic solution /7/ for the solid spheres. The yalues 
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of Au* obtained from the formulas (3.61 and (3.8) are compared below with the exact values 

of n,, for h = 0.5, h,= A,= 10 and various t 

In the absence 

Integrating we 

I? IO-1 lo-* IO-~ IO- 

.\*I1 3.33 21.6 IOG 412 

.\I, 4.80 23.8 10'3 ilzl 

of internal circulation (pt= p2 =m) the relations t3.3) yield 

a'@ 8F,c2(1 +~)12+(a,+a?)(i -Ir)l 
-Lw-=~[3u,cr,(1-~)~+2((al+a,)(l-p) + I] 

obtain 

(al+%) 
f=--6,,a,f 

m(U-m(~:) 
t1 

a,+a?T)I~'+~~-W+ 
12a,cL,(t: - f,) ’ ,?. = *,a, 

‘p (I) = (2 + I)[2 - (a, + a*) 11 In II-' (2 i- t)l 

The relations (3.6) and (3.10) generalize the results of /2/ to the case of different 

a I I p=-c 8 

0 

0.1 

0.2 

0.3 
17 4 

, .; 

1000 813 

844 ill 

747 6311 

61% 584 

O! I 540 

v;ci 504 

(3.10) 

a,. a2. 

Table I 

6 I 0 3 I 2 I I 

76ti 687 623 526 361 

635 614 564 484 342 

610 561 519 451 325 

5bO 518 482 424 311 

520 464 453 401 299 

48i 455 427 381 288 

When c,. -I_ - (i , (3.10) yields i= 1 which corresponds to the firsttsrmof the asymptotics /7/. 

In the general case the system (3.4) has to be solved by numerical methods. The Tablelgives 
the values of -X 10J for rl,=~(~= a and p, = ,'s = p. 

1. 

2 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

The author thanks A.M. Golovin for the interest shown. 
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